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Abstract. The urban forcing on thermo-dynamical conditions can largely influences local evolution

of the atmospheric boundary layer. Urban heat storage can produce noteworthy mesoscale perturba-

tions of the lower atmosphere. The new generations of high-resolution numerical weather prediction

models (NWP) is nowadays largely applied also to urban areas. It is therefore critical to reproduce

correctly the urban forcing which turns in variations of wind, temperature and water vapor content5

of the planetary boundary layer (PBL). WRF-ARW, a new model generation, has been used to re-

produce the circulation in the urban area of Rome. A sensitivity study is performed using different

PBL and surface schemes. The significant role of the surface forcing in the PBL evolution has been

verified by comparing model results with observations coming from many instruments (LiDAR, SO-

DAR, sonic anemometer and surface stations). The crucial role of a correct urban representation has10

been demonstrated by testing the impact of different urban canopy models (UCM) on the forecast.

Only one of three meteorological events studied will be presented, chosen as statistically relevant

for the area of interest. The WRF-ARW model shows a tendency to overestimate vertical trans-

mission of horizontal momentum from upper levels to low atmosphere, that is partially corrected

by local PBL scheme coupled with an advanced UCM. Depending on background meteorological15

scenario, WRF-ARW shows an opposite behavior in correctly representing canopy layer and upper

levels when local and non local PBL are compared. Moreover a tendency of the model in largely

underestimating vertical motions has been verified.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, numerical weather prediction (NWP) models can work at very high resolutions (≈ km),20

but there are many sub-grid motions that develop at finer scales and can not be explicitly represented.

They have to be included into the models for correctly reproducing the atmospheric states. Turbu-

lent mixing is one of the sub-grid phenomena having a large impact on the state of the atmosphere;

it occurs within the the first kilometers of atmosphere and itcharacterizes the planetary boundary

layer (PBL), taking charge of the vertical transport of mass, heat and momentum. The relatively25

high frequency of occurrence of turbulence near the ground differentiates the PBL from the rest of

the atmosphere (Stull, 1988). NWP models have to reproduce turbulence at various scales and so

they need appropriate representation of PBL. Nowadays, many different PBL schemes are available

and they differ by the vertical mixing formulation and the closure order. Some parameterizations

have computational advantages (like the ones based on the socalledlocal-K approach), but they can30

fail in reproducing the mass and momentum transport accomplished by large eddies (Stull, 1993).

In order to overcome these deficiencies parameterizations accounting for non local contributions by

countergradient terms (nonlocal-K approach) or more sophisticated representations like higher or-

der closure approaches based on prognostic prediction of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) have been

developed. Recently, the new generations of high-resolution NWP models have been applied also to35

urban areas for both weather forecast and research purpose.The urban areas largely influence local

evolution of the atmospheric boundary layer as the urbanization represents a significant forcing on

thermo-dynamical state. Generally, these areas are covered by dry materials (asphalt or concrete)

and are warmer and drier than adjacent rural areas (Oke, 1982); the efficiency of the urban areas in

storing heat can produce remarkable mesoscale perturbations of the lower layers of the atmosphere.40

Therefore, it is critical to correctly reproduce the urban forcing which turns in variations of wind,

temperature and water vapor content of the PBL. Hence, featuring the urban boundary layer adds

a further complexity that is usually resolved by coupling PBL schemes with urban canopy surface

parameterizations inside models. Choosing appropriate physical parameterizations is as important

as using accurate initial conditions. In particular the accuracy of the PBL schemes affects forecasts45

of both local and large scale meteorological phenomena (Hacker and Snyder , 2005). They are as

fundamental as cloud and microphysics schemes in forecasting precipitation and in simulating com-

plex structures such as hurricanes (Braun and Tao (2000), Liand Pu (2008)). The WRF model has

many PBL schemes available that have been largely tested forprecipitation, but only a few studies

investigated the response of different schemes on the prediction of near-surface and PBL properties50

(Shin and Hong, 2011). In this study two parameterizations of the WRF model, the Yonsei Uni-

versity (YSU, Hong et al. (2006)) and Mellor-Yamada-Janjic(MYJ, Mellor and Yamada (1982)),

are used to investigate their ability in reproducing meteorological conditions in the urban area of

Rome and its surroundings to optimize the model configuration for operational purposes over that

area. Previous studies have, moreover, shown the influencesof land-surface scheme on the structure55
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of the PBL (Pan and Mahrt (1987), Stull (1988)). Recently Shin and Hong (2011) concluded that

thermodynamical surface variables are more strongly influenced by surface-layer schemes than by

PBL ones; based on these considerations also a sensitivity to the surface layer of the two PBLs is

investigated to highlight their role in featuring the PBL inside and outside the Rome urban area. As a

further step, simulations with different urban canopy models have been performed to investigate their60

impact on the urban boundary layer representation respect to the standard parameterization of the

urban area (bulk approach); Martilli (2002) shows the improvements produced by a non standard ur-

ban model on the boundary layer structure, thus assessing the importance of a suitable representation

of the urban effects to improve the model forecast. Of coursethe final choice among urban schemes

with different level of sophistication should depend on thepurpose of the simulation. Observations65

of thermo-dynamical PBL parameters from sonic anemometer,LiDAR, SODAR and ground based

stations have been used for the comparison here presented. The paper is organized as follows: in sec-

tion 2 a brief description of instruments and experimental techniques are presented. Meteorological

scenario of the case studies is presented in section 3. In section 4 the model configuration and a brief

description of parameterizations are illustrated together with the different numerical experiments.70

Results and conclusive remarks are discussed in section 5 and 6 respectively.
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2 Observed data processing

2.1 Sonic anemometry

Sonic anemometry is mainly used in atmospheric turbulence studies. This instrument allows to

measure three dimensional wind velocity and sonic temperature. From the latter it is possible to75

retrieve the virtual air temperature. Sonic anemometer is atotally passive instrument which does

not interfere with the fluid motion. The operating principleis that the time lag of the sonic waves

propagating in moving air depends on air speed and direction; it measures the ”transit time”, i.e. the

time it takes for ultrasonic signal to travel from one transducer to another. An ultrasonic anemometer

(model 81000V of the Young Company, USA) was installed in 2007 on the roof of the building80

of Physics Department within the Campus of Sapienza University of Rome (41.9N, 12.5E, 75 m

a.s.l.). This place is located in the city center which is a very populated area, strongly influenced by

anthropogenic activity (Meloni et al., 2000)). The air temperature (Ta) and relative humidity (RH)

probes combine thermistors (accuracy:±0.15 C; range of measure: -30/50C; response time: 20 s)

and capacitive hygrometer (accuracy: 3% in the RH range of 10-100%). Both meteorological sensors85

and the sonic anemometer are connected to a data logger. The sampling rate of the anemometer as

well as the air temperature and relative humidity is 32Hz. Horizontal and vertical wind components

together with sonic temperature and the RH nand Ta values aresampled every 30min. Spikes were

identified and removed when the readings were above/below±3.5 std taking into account a temporal

window of 100 s. Re-processing software performs a quality control of the data set and provides90

every 30 min the means of three wind components and their standard deviations, the horizontal

mean wind, the mean direction, the mean sonic temperature and its standard deviation. The same

for air temperature and relative humidity. In addition someturbulence parameters, such as friction

velocity and turbulent heat transfer, are retrieved.

2.2 The LiDAR system95

The system has been designed to observe atmospheric aerosolvertical profiles in the boundary layer

and the free troposphere. The radiation source is a Q-switched single-stage Nd:YAG laser emitting

linearly polarized pulses at 1064 and 532 nm with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The 532nm radia-

tion is produced by a 2nd harmonic generator crystal. The backscattered radiation is collected by

a 100 mm diameter reflector telescope in a Cassegrain configuration. The laser beam is directed100

towards the zenith coaxially to the Cassegrain receiver, hence the telescope secondary mirror masks

the strong atmospheric echoes from the lower 300 m; in this way, detectors saturation is prevented

and the receiver sensitivity and field of view (FOV) is regulated to observe the atmosphere up to

the tropopause. Another small-aperture, large-FOV refractor telescope receiver is placed beside the

Cassegrain but sufficiently close to the laser beam to observe the strong echo from the lowest atmo-105

sphere. The collimated signals are filtered by narrow-band interference filters to reduce the sky light
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and to allow measurements even in full daylight during the summer. Simultaneous analog detection

and single photon counting is performed on the signals received by the larger telescope, while analog

detection only is performed on the signal from the smaller receiver. The low range analog signal and

the high range analog and photon counting signals are matched in the overlapping altitude ranges to110

produce a continuous LiDAR signal from about 50 m to the uppertroposphere with a vertical resolu-

tion of 7.5 m. The acquisition system is programmed to perform an integration of the backscattered

signals over 300 laser shots, corresponding to 30 sec. This is the highest time resolution achievable

from the saved raw data but all the analyses were performed onprofiles averaged over 5 minutes

corresponding to 3000 laser shots. The retrieval of the backscatter ratio R, defined as the ratio be-115

tween the total (aerosol and molecules) backscattered signal, and the portion due to the atmospheric

molecules only, is obtained by a standard algorithm. The procedure to estimate the height of the

Atmospheric Boundary Layer (PBLH) is based in the computation of three parameters vs. time as

follows.

1. Three derived quantities from the profiles of R(t, z), namely TV (time variance), FD (first order120

derivative in z) and SD (second order derivative in z) are calculated using a 3-point, Lagrangian

interpolation along the vertical coordinate. Both FD and SDare smoothed by a running average over

75 m in the vertical (this is the error associated to PBLH. Theprocedure to achieve the final SD

profile requires two smoothing).

2. From the closest-to-the-ground relative maximum in the TV vertical profile a negative maximum125

in the FD followed by a positive maximum in the SD are searchedin a range of 400 m of height. If

the search is successful the three heights for TVH, FDH and SDH are saved. If FD and SD maxima

are both not found in the previous height interval, the search is moved iteratively to the height in-

terval around the next-in-height TV peak. Hence three altitudes, TVH(t), FDH(t), and SDH(t), are

associated to each aerosol profile (i.e. at every time step),and the mixing layer height is calculated130

as the average between FDH and SDH, that are assumed to represent an estimation of the bottom

and top heights of the entrainment zone.

2.3 The SODAR system

The Doppler SODAR is operated in a three-axis monostatic mode with a pulse repetition period of 6

s allowing a maximum probing range of 1000 m. Two antennae aretilted 20
◦ from the vertical, one135

pointing to north and the other pointing to east, and the third antenna pointing to zenith. The three

antennae simultaneously radiate 100-ms long acoustic bursts, respectively centered at 1750, 2000

and 2250 Hz, providing a vertical height resolution of 27 m. Adigital signal processor performs

the signal analysis in real time. A two-step technique is employed in the determination of radial

velocities to minimize the influence of noise on measurements. The vertical wind has a precision of140

0.1 ms
−1. More detailed descriptions of the electronics and the Doppler reduction technique are

available in literature (Argentini et al., 1992). The vertical profiles of the three components of the
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wind every 60s and vertical profiles of the turbulence intensity every 6s is detected by SODAR. A

data processing similar to the one used for the LiDAR is applied to the turbulence intensity profiles

to retrieve the height of the mixing layer height.145

3 Meteorological description of the event

Different meteorological scenarios have been used to investigate the model capability in reproducing

local conditions associated with or without large scale signals in the urban area of Rome. The events

have been selected also based on the measurements availability as follows: 17-18 January 2008 as

winter case with weak advection and convection; 6-7 February 2008 asweak convection case caused150

by moderate advection; 30 June 2008 assummer like convection case.

For readability reasons, only 6-7 February 2008 will be extensively discussed; the two other events

are also analyzed, but only remarkable differences/similarities with the one presented will be dis-

cussed. To investigate the PBL structure over the urban areaof Rome a comparison among the

instruments is performed. The following meteorological parameters are used for this analysis: mea-155

surements at 25 m of the horizontal wind velocity (ms
−1) and direction (deg) as well as vertical

velocity (cms
−1), friction velocity (ms

−1) by the sonic anemometer and temperature (◦C) and rel-

ative humidity (%) by combined probes; the PBL height (m) time series retrieved by the LiDAR

measurements; the time series of the horizontal and vertical wind profiles measured by the SODAR.

It has to be pointed out that the anemometer is detecting the atmosphere within the canopy layer,160

whereas SODAR and LiDAR are both scanning the atmosphere above this layer, but within the PBL.

Therefore, the anemometer measurements are not directly comparable with the SODAR and LiDAR

ones, but coupling the two allows for investigating a large part of the PBL.

The 6-7 February 2008 case is characterized by the transition from aweak advection regime to one

of weak convection caused by moderate advection. Some of the features of this event are present165

also in the other cases and they will be briefly presented later. During 6 February, a low pressure in

the south-east of Italy produces south-eastward weak wind over central Italy, whereas on 7 February

the wind speed increases blowing mainly from east because ofan anticyclone rapid incoming from

north-west. This is associated to an outbreak of cold and dryair which triggers weak but no precip-

itating convection, destabilizing the lower atmosphere. For this event the sonic anemometer shows170

weak wind speed during the first day, except for a maximum (Fig. 1a) observed at approximately

15UTC; an increase of the wind strength is observed before midday of the second day, lasting for

the whole period. The wind direction (Fig. 1b) shows a westerly/north-westerly wind during the

second part of 6 February, probably produced by the interaction of large scale flow with the on set

of the sea breeze as the timing and the permanence (from 12 to 18UTC) of this wind regime would175

suggest. Sea breeze interaction with the circulation in theurban area of Rome is a well established

phenomenon even in winter time (Mastrantonio et al. (1994),Ferretti et al. (2003)). During the sec-
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Fig. 1. Time series of horizontal wind speed (a), and direction (b),vertical wind (c), friction velocity (d)

measured by the sonic anemometer. Standard deviations within the instrumental averaging time are plotted in

gray. Observation site is at 41.9N, 12.5E; data are measuredat 25 m of height.

ond day a larger variability is detected; this is associatedwith a north westerly wind, in phase with

an updraft registered during 7 February (Fig. 1c) and an increase of the frictional velocity (Fig. 1d).

It has to be pointed out that anemometer measurements of vertical wind component are affected by180

large errors; standard deviation shows values (Fig. 1c, gray bars) comparable with the measurements

itself (≈ 0.5cms
−1). The mean standard deviations taken over the 6-7 February time series for each

anemometer variable are presented on table 1 and give an ideaof their order of magnitude. Two

diurnal updrafts are detected by the anemometer due to both free and forced convection (Fig. 1c): at

approximate 15UTC of 6 February and at 11UTC of the day after.The first updraft (Fig. 1c, red line185

at 15UTC of 6 February) is mainly due to buoyancy which is sustained by both thermal contribution

of urban heat island (UHI) and by mechanical contribution assuggested by the friction velocity in-

crease well in phase with it (Fig. 1d). During the second day larger velocities are detected for both

the horizontal and vertical wind component (Fig. 1a and 1c, red line, after 11UTC of 7 February)

because of an increase of the instability produced by the cold and dry air outbreak; moreover a sec-190
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Table 1. Anemometer mean standard deviations for 6-7 February 2008;wsp indicates horizontal wind speed,

wdr is the horizontal wind direction, w is the vertical wind velocity, u* is the friction velocity, T is the temper-

ature, RH is the relative humidity.

06-07Feb08 wsp(ms
−1) wdr(deg) w(cms

−1) u*(ms
−1) T(◦C) RH(%)

STD 0.9 29 0.5 0.06 0.2 0.9

ond updraft is registered after 18UTC of comparable intensity with the diurnal one. This allows for

inferring that, during the second day, the horizontal advection is partially inhibiting free convection,

but it is contributing to develop local mechanical turbulence.

The PBL height retrieved by LiDAR clearly shows a well developed PBL during the first day (Fig.

2a), supporting the hypothesis of meteorological conditions strongly driven by the local forcing.195

On the other hand, the large variability and the shallow PBL recorded during the second day (Fig.

2a) confirms a different meteorological regime driven by thelarge scale circulation. The updrafts
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Fig. 2. PBL height time series for 6-7 February 2008 retrieved by theLiDAR (red) and associated errors (grey).

recorded by the anemometer (Fig. 1c) associated to the two PBL height maxima are respectively

weaker for the first day and stronger for the second one. This would suggest different energy contri-

butions: during the first day the convective thermal plume develops thanks to the urban heat island200

and the lack of strong wind also at upper levels (Fig. 3a); during the second day, the wind advec-

tion associated to the large scale forcing strongly disablethe thermal plume allowing mechanical

turning which contributes to the updraft and to the frictional velocity increase. In this case the time

series of the horizontal and vertical wind vertical profile detected by SODAR confirm the previous

hypothesis. The vertical profile of the horizontal wind speed (Fig. 3a) shows a weak signal during205

6 February, between 50 and 300 meters of height. After midnight a wind increase is recorded, with
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a maximum greater than 8ms
−1 above 100 m and strong winds reaching 14 m/s during the second

part of 7 February. On the other hand, the vertical wind profile (Fig. 3b) shows positive values for

the whole period, except for a downdraft after 12UTC on 6 February.
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Fig. 3. Time series of the horizontal (a) and vertical (b) wind speedprofile on 6-7 February 2008 measured by

the SODAR. Time is on x axis and height on ordinate axis.
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4 Models configuration210

The non-hydrostatic WRF ARW (Advanced Weather Research andForecasting) model is used for

this study; it is a primitive equations model with a terrain following vertical coordinate and multiple

nesting capabilities (Skamarock et al., 2008). Four two-way nested domains are used (Fig. 4) to

enhance the resolution over the urban area of Rome and its surroundings. The mother domain is

centered at 41.116N, 11.625E over the Mediterranean basin and it has a spatial resolution of 21.2215

km, three more domain are used with resolution from 7.1 km to 0.78 km. The following model

Fig. 4. WRF domains configuration. Domain D1 has resolution of 21.2km; D2 has resolution of 7.1km; D3 has

resolution of 2.4km; D4 has resolution of 0.78km.

configuration has been used (detailed description of parameterizations and useful references can be

found in Skamarock et al. (2008):

– 35 unequally spaced vertical levels, from the surface up to 100 hPa, with a higher resolution

in the planetary boundary layer;220

– long wave RRTM and short wave Dudhia schemes for radiative transfer processes. Both these

parameterizations derive from the MM5 model and are respectively based on Mlawer and

Dudhia-Lacis-Hansen schemes;

– Kain-Fritsch cumulus convection parameterization is applied to domains 1 and 2; whereas no

cumulus scheme is used for domains 3 and 4;225

– Morrison two-moment bulk scheme for microphysics.
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Numerical experiments have been performed using differentPBL parameterizations and different

combinations of PBL schemes with surface models to the aim ofboth assessing the correct configu-

ration for the urban area of Rome and investigating its localcirculation. The following parameteri-

zations are used for boundary layer:230

– the Yonsei University (YSU) scheme (Hong et al., 2006); thisis the new generation of Medium

Range Forecast (MRF, Hong and Pan (1996)) scheme, based on the non local K-theory mixing

in the convective PBL (Troen and Mahrt, 1986);

– the Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ) PBL (Mellor and Yamada (1982); Janjic (2002)); this is

a local 2.5 turbulence closure model, with an upper limit imposed on the length scale that235

depends on the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) as well as on the buoyancy and shear of the

driving flow.

To account for the surface physics a surface scheme togetherwith a land-surface parameterization

is needed. The first computes friction velocities and exchange coefficients that enable the calcula-

tion of surface heat and moisture fluxes by the land-surface models. These fluxes provide a lower240

boundary condition for the vertical transport in the PBL; the land-surface model update the land’s

state variables. Two different schemes are used for both surface (Skamarock et al., 2008):

– the MM5 surface model based on similarity theory (MO-MM5);

– the Eta surface layer (MOY-MYJ);

and land-surface:245

– the MM5 5-layer thermal diffusion scheme (TD-MM5);

– the Noah land surface model (NoahLSM).

To the aim of representing the city scale effects at the mesoscale the NoahLSM is also coupled to a

urban canopy model (UCM); a single-layer scheme (UCM1) is coupled with YSU PBL (Kusaka et

al., 2001), while a multi-layer model (UCM2) is used with MYJscheme (Martilli et al., 2002).250

In order to highlight the sensitivity of the non-local PBL scheme with respect to the land-surface

several simulation using the YSU PBL parameterization are performed: 1) using the TD-MM5 for

the land-surface (YSUtd); 2) using Noah land-surface model(YSUNoahNOURB); 3) the same con-

figuration of 2 but adding the urban canopy model (YSUNoahUCM1). The same set of simulations

are performed using the local 2.5 turbulence closure MYJ model: 1) the MYJtd using the TD-MM5255

for the land-surface; 2) the MYJNoahNOURB using Noah land-surface model; 3) same configura-

tion as 2 but adding urban canopy model (MYJNoahUCM2). In table 2 a summary of simulations

performed with different configurations is shown. Acronymsin the first column will identify each

simulation hereafter.
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Table 2. Outline of performed simulations. On first column the identification acronym of each simulation is

shown. On other columns are indicated the parameterizations used (see the text for acronyms).

Simulations PBL SURF LAND-SURF UCM

YSUtd YSU MO-MM5 TD-MM5 Off

YSUNoahNOURB YSU MO-MM5 NoahLSM Off

YSUNoahUCM1 YSU MO-MM5 NoahLSM On

MYJtd MYJ MOY-MYJ TD-MM5 Off

MYJNoahNOURB MYJ MOY-MYJ NoahLSM Off

MYJNoahUCM2 MYJ MOY-MYJ NoahLSM On

The ECMWF analysis for temperature, wind speed, relative humidity, and geopotential height at260

0.25 degree of resolution are interpolated to the WRF horizontal grid and to vertical levels to pro-

duce the model initial and boundary conditions for all the experiments. All the simulations for the

case presented last 48 hours starting at 00UTC of 6 February 2008.
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5 Simulations results

The model results for 6 February 2008 are compared with the local observations detected in the265

urban area. The meteorological parameters detected by the sonic anemometer and connected probes

are compared with the one produced by WRF extracted at the same level. The PBL height time series

retrieved by LIDAR measurements and the time series of the horizontal and vertical wind profiles

detected by SODAR are compared with the one produced by WRF atthe same location. All the

model results are analyzed at the highest resolution (0.78 km). A further comparison with ground270

meteorological stations in the neighborhood of the urban area is performed.

In this study a different behavior in developing dynamics around the urban area of Rome is found

using the two PBL parameterizations for the three events. The MYJ (local) produces shallower PBL

than YSU (non local) for moderate advection events in agreement with finding of Shin and Hong

(2011). The WRF 2m temperatures at the highest resolution (not shown) shows that MYJ turns out275

a warmer and wetter field than YSU outside the urban area, regardless of the season, unless the

MM5 5-layer thermal diffusion scheme (TD-MM5) is used. Other studies (Hu et al., 2010) have

shown an opposite mean tendency for sites in south-east America for the two parameterizations; this

contradiction could be addressed to the particular thermally driven circulation of the urban region

nearby the coast in the western Italy discussed in Ferretti et al. (2003), but further experiments280

should be performed to justify the result. On the other hand an opposite tendency is founds inside

the city area mainly during night time in agreement with Hu etal. (2010). Moreover, MYJ shows

a horizontal temperature gradient smoother than YSU between the UHI and its surroundings during

night time; weakening of the wind intensity is also found in the low Tiber valley. To the aim of

investigating the two schemes ability in reproducing the PBL and of better understanding the link285

between the circulation in the urban area and its surroundings, a detailed comparison between the

WRF output and the measurements is presented in the next paragraphs for 6 February 2008.

5.1 6-7 February 2008

5.1.1 Inside the urban area

The comparison between WRF and the anemometer (Fig. 5 and 6 for YSU PBL, Fig. 7 and 8 for290

MYJ PBL)1 shows an overall good agreement suggesting a fair model ability in capturing the wind

signals, though discrepancies are found. The YSU simulations (Fig.5) show a poor skill in predict-

ing horizontal wind speeds (Fig. 5a) during the weak advection regime for 6 February, producing

an overestimation except for a well reproduced maximum after noon. Even larger errors are found

during the wind speed increasing phase for 7 February. The WRF overestimation of horizontal wind295

can be produced by an excess of forcing of the upper layers dynamic to the urban canopy layer, as

the comparison with SODAR vertical profiles would suggest (Fig. 10 and 11). As it will be pointed

1Anemometer is placed on a roof at 25 meters of height; model data are extracted at the same level.
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out later, the YSU wind speed maxima are developed at lower level than the SODAR observed ones,

strongly supporting the previous hypothesis. This is also found for the case of 17-18 January 2008,

in different meteorological regime. YSU coupled with Noah LSM (Fig. 5a, yellow line) produces300

the largest errors (≈7.8ms
−1) and no improvement is found coupling Noah LSM with urban canopy

scheme (YSUNoahUCM1, Fig. 5a, green line). A similar horizontal wind time series and compara-

ble errors respect to observations are found for YSUtd (blueline).
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Fig. 5. Time series of horizontal wind speed (a), and direction (b),vertical wind (c), friction velocity (d) for

6-7 February 2008. Colours code is: YSUtd (blue); YSUNoahNOURB (yellow); YSUNoahUCM1 (green);

anemometer measurements (red) and errors (grey).

The wind direction (Fig. 5b) is fairly reproduced by all YSU during most part of the simulation, but

differences with the anemometer reach≈180 deg. During night time (from 22UTC of 6 February to305

06UTC of 7 February), the anemometer measurements (Fig. 5b,red line) show mainly a northwest-

erly wind, whereas the model produces wind initially comingfrom north-east (typically associated

to night flow of the Tiber valley) and later sharp direction changes (Fig. 5b, blue, yellow and green

lines). All YSU simulations, except for the peaks registered after midnight, maintain the flow mainly

from north-east, with errors below 90 deg respect to anemometer. Also for the wind direction no310
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relevant differences are found using UCM1 (Fig. 5b, green line).

For what concerns the vertical velocities, the comparison between the YSU simulations and the

anemometer (Fig. 5c) shows an overestimation of the mean vertical winds at low levels during most

part of the simulation regardless the surface scheme (Fig. 5c, blue, yellow and green lines). The

model is able to reproduce changes in the vertical velocity intensities (small during 6 February and315

large during 7 February), but a time delay of few hours is found in reproducing maxima. The model

results are within the measurements error, they vary from few cms
−1 up to 0.7cms

−1 respect to the

anemometer. A weak sensitivity to surface scheme is found: both YSUtd and YSUNoahNOURB

(Fig. 5c, blue and yellow lines) show a fair agreement with measurements during the first day, but

partially missing the afternoon updraft. This is probably due to the partial loss of the thermal contri-320

bution of the UHI and to an early development of the mechanical one, as the friction velocity would

suggest (Fig. 5d). The YSUNoahNOURB (Fig. 5c, yellow line) reduces the variability during 7

February by developing a long lasting updraft from the earlymorning. The UCM1 activation (Fig.

5c, green line) does not produce remarkable changes.

The comparison between the YSU friction velocity and the anemometer (Fig. 5d) shows a fairly325

agreement during the first day of weak advection regime, although an anticipation of the 6 February

maxima is produced; on the other hand a large overestimationduring the second day is found. The

frictional velocity overestimation probably helps to balance the excess of horizontal momentum ver-

tical flux from high to low levels by decoupling the canopy layer from above ones. This easily occurs

for simulations of cases with an intrusion of air mass from higher levels, as SODAR observations330

show for this event (Fig. 10a).

The comparison between anemometer and WRF temperature and relative humidity (Fig. 6) shows

a tendency to underestimate both variables. Poor sensitivity to surface scheme is found for temper-

ature (Fig. 6a); all YSU simulations are in good agreement with the anemometer during the first

day but they underestimate the diurnal maximum. During February 7, larger differences than the335

previous day are found and no noteworthy impact is produced by the urban canopy model (Fig. 6b,

green line); this is partially expected because non local conditions dominate during the second day.

During the night the early development (approximately 2h) of the minimum, associated to a slower

increasing rate of temperature and an earlier decrease of humidity, turns in an underestimation of

the second day maximum. Then all simulations anticipate thediurnal maximum and underestimate340

temperatures with errors ranging between 0 and 4◦C. The relative humidity (Fig. 6b) shows sensi-

tivity to the land surface scheme with underestimations in the maximum larger for Noah LSM than

the others (Fig. 6b, yellow and green lines); no improvements are found YSUNoahUCM1 (Fig.

6b, green line). All YSU simulations generally underestimate observed values causing large errors

(35-50%) mainly due to the early outbreak of cold and dry during 7 February.345

The comparison between MYJ simulations and the anemometer (Fig. 7-8) show trends similar
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Fig. 6. Time series for temperature (a) and relative humidity (b) for 6-7 February 2008. The colour code is:

YSUtd (blue); YSUNoahNOURB (yellow); YSUNoahUCM1 (green); measurements by probes combined to

the sonic anemometer (red) and errors (grey).

to YSU ones, but a better agreement with measurements is found for most variables. During 6

February and early 7 February, both MYJtd and MYJNoahNOURB show a good agreement with

the anemometer for the horizontal wind speed (Fig. 7a, orange, black and red lines); in addition,350

the maximum between 12 and 18UTC of 6 February is reproduced on time. On the other hand, an

overestimation is found during 7 February also for this scheme, regardless the land-surface scheme

used if no urban canopy is activated (Fig. 7a, orange and black lines). It is noteworthy the timing of

the moderate regime, whose onset for MYJ is correctly shifted, respect to YSU, from the night time

to the early morning of the second day. A maximum error of 6.0ms
−1 is found, which is smaller355

than YSU one. The UCM2 activation (Fig. 7a, pink line) dramatically reduces the horizontal wind

intensities causing an underestimation that partially reduces the error during 7 February, but that

turns in a larger discreapncy than MYJNoahNOURB because of the underestimation of wind speed

during the weak advection regime.

The MYJ is able to reproduce the wind direction time series fairly well during most part of the360

simulation (Fig.7b), but in the early hours of 6 February it misses the sharp changes registered by

anemometer as for YSU. During the nighttime, it produces errors similar to YSU with wind com-

ing mainly from east/north-east, whereas the anemometer detected wind from north-west. However,

both MYJtd and MYJNoahNOURB show smaller errors than YSU during the last part of the simu-

lation (Fig.7b, orange and black lines) .365

A quite good agreement between MYJ and the anemometer vertical wind velocity (Fig. 7c) is found

at the beginning of the simulation; this is associated to a better timing than YSU of the 7 Febru-

ary maxima. The local scheme produces larger errors than YSUduring last hours of the simulation
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Fig. 7. Time series of horizontal wind speed (a), and direction (b),vertical wind (c), friction velocity (d) for

6-7 February 2008. Colours code is: MYJtd (orange); MYJNoahNOURB (black); MYJNoahUCM2 (pink);

anemometer (red).

(≈0.6-0.8cms
−1) because of a time delay in reproducing the nighttime updraft, but an overall better

agreement with observations than YSU is found for MYJ. During 6 February an underestimation of370

the two updrafts developing during the afternoon and night is found for all MYJ simulations (bias

≈0.2-0.4cms
−1). Large sensitivity to the surface schemes is found for MYJ:improvements in re-

producing the vertical velocity during the second day is found if the UCM2 is not used (Fig. 7c,

orange line for MYJtd and black line for MYJNoahNOURB). The activation of urban canopy model

(UCM2, Fig. 7c, pink line) weakens velocities, causing a failure in reproducing the updrafts detected375

by the anemometer (red line).

The friction velocity for MYJ (Fig. 7d) show trends very similar to YSU ones: a fair agreement is

shown during 6 February, beside a time shift in reproducing maxima, whereas an overestimation is

found during 7 February. Also in this case poor sensitivity to surface model is found, even if the

urban canopy model is used.380

The temperature comparison (Fig. 8a) shows that local parameterization (MYJ) also underestimates
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observations, regardless to the surface scheme but it well reproduces both cooling and warming rates

for both days. Sensitivity to the surface model is found onlyduring the cooling phase on 6 Febru-

ary. If Noah LSM is used (Fig. 8a, black and pink lines) the underestimation increases, mainly

if the urban canopy model is activated (Fig. 8a, pink line), thus producing errors larger than YSU385

(≈0.3-5◦C). Also for the relative humidity a better agreement with the anemometer is found for the
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Fig. 8. Time series for temperature (a) and relative humidity (b) for 6-7 February 2008. The colour code is:

MYJtd (orange); MYJNoahNOURB (black); MYJNoahUCM2 (pink); measurements by probes combined to

the sonic anemometer (red) and errors (grey).

local scheme than for YSU (Fig. 8b): small errors during bothdays are found and the maximum is

correctly reproduced between 20UTC of 6 February and 06UTC of 7 February. The MYJtd (Fig.

8b, orange line) produces both the smallest underestimation (≈19%) during the most part of the

simulation and the largest overestimation for the second day minimum (≈18%).390

The previous analysis allows for inferring a WRF tendency tooverestimate horizontal wind com-

ponent at low levels regardless the PBL parameterization, because of an excess of interaction with

the large scale structures. This has been confirmed by the analysis of the two other cases study (not

shown) and would suggest an overestimation of vertical transport of horizontal momentum due to

an inefficiency in decoupling the canopy layer from the upperones. In general, coupling the PBL395

with Noah LSM does not reduce the model error for the wind. A reduction of the wind speed error

is found for the local PBL scheme during regimes with upper levels forcing prevailing, if the urban

canopy model is used; on the other hand the UCM2 causes a general weakening of vertical winds

turning in a large disagreement with measurements. Vice versa, the non local scheme shows poor

sensitivity to the urban scheme. Both the parameterizations underestimate temperature during day400

time at the site height (25 m). The error can be associated to the underestimation of the temperature

at lower layers as verified in the comparison with ground based stations shown in next paragraph
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and in agreement with findings of Hu et al. (2010) for mean diurnal variation of 2m temperature

in south-east American sites. The MYJ temperature shows a larger sensitivity than YSU one to

surface and land-surface schemes during the daily cooling phase, also turning in larger errors re-405

spect to measurements. On the other hand, the local scheme shows a better ability than YSU in

reproducing the evolution of relative humidity in terms of both timing and mean values, probably

due to a right onset of the large scale signal. The previous results would suggest that the local 2.5

order closure PBL better reproduces the low levels PBL of urban area both for a meteorological

scenarios characterized by local circulation and by large scale signal influencing the low levels. In410

this second case, a multilayer urban canopy scheme allows for reducing the errors for most variables.

To investigate the PBL vertical structure produced by WRF, LiDAR and SODAR measurements are

used. LiDAR data provides the PBL height, a key variable inside parameterizations because driving

the representation of non local mixing. For this case study PBL height measurements are available415

by LiDAR and by SODAR for some time interval (Fig. 9, respectively red and black dashed lines).

LiDAR measurements (Fig. 9, red line) show a well developed PBL during 6 February reaching a

height of 1200 m. During 7 February a lowering of the maximum height is recorded (800 m) as-

sociated with a high frequency variability, suggesting a very turbulent state of the atmosphere also

during the late afternoon. The large friction velocity values measured by the anemometer support420

this hypothesis (Fig. 5d, red line). The PBL height retrieved by SODAR (Fig. 9, black dashed line)
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Fig. 9. PBL height time series for 6-7 February 2008 for YSU PBL (a) and MYJ PBL (b). The colour code

is: YSUtd (blue); YSUNoahNOURB (yellow); YSUNoahUCM1 (green); MYJtd (orange); MYJNoahNOURB

(black); MYJNoahUCM2 (pink); LiDAR retrieved PBL height (red) and errors (grey), SODAR retrieved PBL

height (black dashed).

is available mostly during night time and early morning; this is usually more accurate than LiDAR
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one below 500 m (errors never exceeding 75 m); for this event alarge agreement between the two

instruments is found. The comparison between LiDAR and WRF shows that the model reproduces

most likely the PBL growth during the first day, even underestimating and anticipating the maximum425

regardless the PBL scheme. Besides the time shift, YSUNoahUCM1 (Fig. 9a, green line) produces

the largest error for this maximum: a bias of about 500 m respect to observations is found. On

the other hand, MYJtd (Fig. 9b, orange line) largely reduce the error to about 90 m. During night

time both parameterizations underestimate the height of the PBL and poorly reproduce the signal

variability. It is worth to note the ability of both YSU and MYJ to capture the increase of turbulence430

during early hours of 7 February. The PBL growth during the second day is largely overestimated

by both YSU and MYJ. The MYJ (Fig. 9b) anticipates PBL growth on 7 February of approximately

six hours; nevertheless it attempts to reproduce the bimodal structure recorded by the LiDAR, even

producing an overestimation of both the value and the duration of the maxima. It is anyway worth

to note that mechanical contributions in MYJ simulations, even overestimated, act to suppress the435

thermal growth as also found by Martilli (2002) during the day time. On the other hand, the non

local parameterizations YSU (Fig. 9a) develops a typical diurnal growth of the PBL producing a

large overestimation of the PBL height. During the afternoon (13-18UTC) both YSUtd (blue line)

and YSUNoahNOURB (yellow line) rapidly decrease the layer height turning in an underestimation

of about 300 m of the layer height; in the following hours a newincrease of the layer is produced,440

largely overestimating nighttime height measured by the LiDAR. No improvements are found by us-

ing UCM1 (Fig. 9a, green line), except for the correction of the afternoon underestimation to values

comparable with the measured ones.

The vertical structure of the PBL is further investigated using horizontal and vertical wind by SO-445

DAR (Fig. 10, 11, 12 and 13). On the overall, the comparison between model and observations

shows that WRF reproduces fairly well the dynamics occurredduring the two days (Fig. 10 and 11).

The model overestimates wind intensities and anticipates the wind increase of the second day. The

two PBL produce similar correlations with observed data (0.83 for YSU; 0.84 for MYJ, increasing

to 0.85 if UCM2 is used), but some difference is found. The YSUproduces the horizontal wind450

increase a few hours earlier than MYJ (Fig. 10 and 11 respectively) and produces a larger overesti-

mation than MYJ between 6 and 12UTC on 7 February. The MYJ better agrees with SODAR data

for both the vertical profile variability during the first part of the simulation and for the development

of wind speed maxima at higher altitudes than YSU (Fig. 10). This allows for weaker wind below

100 m and for a larger agreement with both SODAR profiles (Fig.10a) and observations inside the455

canopy layer (Fig. 7a). Moreover, an upward displacement ofmaximum is produced by MYJ if

UCM2 is activated (Fig. 11d), whereas no remarkable differences are found for YSUNoahUCM1

(Fig. 10d). The further upward displacement induced by UCM2for MYJ turns in an decrease of

the agreement in the first part of the simulation, but it reduces the bias in the last part. The UCM2
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Fig. 10. Time series of the horizontal wind speed vertical profile on 6-7 February 2008 for a. SODAR mea-

surements, b. YSUtd, c. YSUNoahNOURB, d. YSUNoahUCM1. Timeis on x axis and height on ordinate

axis.

activation correctly reduces the upper levels air intrusion, decreasing the downward transmission of460

horizontal momentum.

The time series of the vertical profile of the model horizontal wind helps to clarify the hypothe-

sis of a strong link between the canopy layer and the upper levels. This hypothesis was assumed

to justify the wind model overestimation respect to the anemometer during second day, except for

MYJNoahUCM2 (5a, 7a, blue, yellow, green, orange and black lines). This simulation shows as a465

urban canopy scheme acts to decouple the two layers (Fig. 11d), turning in a reduction of the upper

to lower levels forcing and thus producing a better agreement with the anemometer inside the urban

canopy layer during the moderate or strong advection regime(Fig. 7a, pink line).

The vertical wind component by SODAR and WRF are shown in figures 12 and 13. To simplify

the comparison their color bars are not the same because of the large model underestimation. The470

SODAR measurements (Fig. 12a) show values ranging between 0and 80cms
−1; high variability

is detected during 6 February: two main updrafts develop between 10 and 24UTC, with maxima at

11 and 18UTC mostly at upper levels, associated with two weakand short downdrafts after midday.

During 7 February mainly upward motion is detected with two maxima between 01 and 05UTC and
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Fig. 11. Time series of the horizontal wind speed vertical profile on 6-7 February 2008 for a. SODAR mea-

surements, b. MYJtd, c. MYJNoahNOURB, d. MYJNoahUCM2. Timeis on x axis and height on ordinate

axis.

between 10 and 16UTC. The model underestimates vertical motions regardless the PBL parameteri-475

zation and very low correlation with measurements is found.In addition, WRF shows a long lasting

downdraft that is not detected by SODAR during the last part of the simulation. Beside the large un-

derestimation YSU (Fig. 12) better reproduces the observedfield than local MYJ (Fig. 13). During 6

February, YSUtd (Fig. 12b) shows a higher variability than MYJtd (Fig. 13b); this last tends to flat-

ten the field during late afternoon suppressing maxima around 18UTC, as found by the comparison480

with the anemometer too. On the other hand YSUtd fairly reproduces the signal after 12UTC even

if a large bias is found. During 7 February, both parameterizations produce large differences with

respect to observed data in the last part of the simulation bydeveloping a long lasting downdraft,

more intense for MYJ simulations. YSUNoahNOURB (Fig. 12c) weakens winds increasing the

error for updrafts, but partially corrects the field reducing the downdraft; moreover, no significant485

changes are produced by UCM1 on the YSU simulation (Fig. 12d). The MYJNoahNOURB (Fig.

13c) shows an intensification of the downdrafts with respectto MYJtd, with a consequent increasing

of the bias, that is partially recovered by the UCM2 (Fig. 13d). Indeed the MYJNoahUCM2 (Fig.

13d) shows both a shortening of the downdraft in the early afternoon of 6 February and a weakening
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Fig. 12. Time series of the vertical wind speed vertical profile on 6-7February 2008 for a. SODAR mea-

surements, b. YSUtd, c. YSUNoahNOURB, d. YSUNoahUCM1. Timeis on x axis and height on ordinate

axis.

of the one during 7 February evening.490
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Fig. 13. Time series of the vertical wind speed vertical profile on 6-7February 2008 for a. SODAR mea-

surements, b. MYJtd, c. MYJNoahNOURB, d. MYJNoahUCM2. Timeis on x axis and height on ordinate

axis.

5.1.2 The suburban area

Twenty ground based stations from SIARL agency2 are used to investigate the effect of the different

PBL on the local and regional circulation. The stations are located in the surroundings of Rome (Fig.

14) and only one of them is inside the urban area (Roma Lanciani). The SIARL stations recorded

temperature (T2), relative humidity (RH) at 2 m and horizontal wind speed (WSP) and direction495

(WDR) at 10 m of height. High correlation values are found between WRF and observations for all

meteorological parameters (Table 3), except for wind direction. The YSU shows greater agreement

than MYJ for temperature and humidity, with YSUtd reaching the best scores for all variables. The

local PBL (MYJ) shows lower correlations than non local one with highest value for TD-MM5

surface (MYJtd). It has to be pointed out, there is only station inside the urban area of Rome,500

therefore a poor impact is expected for the urban canopy model.

2Servizio Integrato Agrometeorologico della Regione Lazio
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Fig. 14. SIARL stations (green points). The black circled indicatesapproximately the WRF urban area. The

green point inside this area is Roma-Lanciani station. Red circle is the area with stations no more than 15 km

far from the city.

Table 3. Correlation values for WRF simulations (rows) respect to SIARL stations for 2m temperature (T2),

relative humidity (RH), horizontal wind speed (WSP), horizontal wind direction (WDR).

6-7Feb2008 T2 RH WSP WDR

YSUtd 0.86 0.77 0.64 0.29

YSUNoahNOURB 0.81 0.73 0.63 0.25

YSUNoahUCM1 0.80 0.73 0.64 0.26

MYJtd 0.75 0.65 0.63 0.34

MYJNoahNOURB 0.71 0.65 0.64 0.30

MYJNoahUCM2 0.72 0.64 0.60 0.32

The hourly averaged bias index, calculated as difference between observations and model results,

shows a WRF tendency to underestimate observed temperatures (Fig. 15a), except for minima, that

are systematically overestimated regardless the PBL scheme and the land-surface model. Bias is

similar for the two parameterizations: MYJ produces largererrors than YSU during early 6 February505

and most part of the second day, whereas it shows better results during nighttime if Noah LSM is

used (Fig. 15a, black and pink lines). The comparison between WRF and observed temperature

time series (not shown) at each station shows that WRF systematically anticipates the second day

maximum and, consequently, the diurnal cooling phase: thisis why a large error is found during

that time interval. Errors for relative humidity (Fig. 15b)range between 0 and 30%: a tendency of510

the model to underestimate maxima and overestimate minima has been detected; furthermore time

series at each station (not shown) highlight a systematic anticipation of the minimum during the
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Fig. 15. Hourly averaged BIAS between SIARL observations and WRF results for 6-7 February 2008 for (a)

2m temperature (◦C), (b) 2m relative humidity (%) , (c) 2m horizontal wind speed (ms
−1), (d) 2m horizontal

wind direction (deg). The color code is: YSUtd (blue); YSUNoahNOURB (yellow);YSUNoahUCM1 (green);

MYJtd (orange); MYJNoahNOURB (black); MYJNoahUCM2 (pink).

second day with larger errors for non local PBL (YSU).

The model shows a general overestimation of the horizontal wind speed (Fig. 15c) increasing after

24 hours of simulation, that is during the moderate advection regime. A poor sensitivity to all515

surface schemes is found for both PBLs. The overestimation for MYJ (≈ 4 ms
−1) is smaller than

for YSU (≈ 7 ms
−1) during the moderate wind phase of 7 February, thus confirming highlights of

the comparison with the sonic anemometer (Fig. 5 and 7). A poor influence of urban canopy model

activation on suburban area is also found; only small differences (never exceeding 1ms
−1) for

stations near the urban area (within 15 km, red circle in figure 14) are shown respect to simulations520

without UCM. The bias for wind direction (Fig. 15d) shows that the two PBL parameterizations

produce similar errors regardless the surface scheme used.The YSU biases lie within 60 degrees

and a small reduction of the error is found if Noah LSM is used.On the other hand the local PBL

produces smaller errors (≈ 30 deg) if associated to the thermal diffusion scheme (MYJtd, Fig. 15,
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orange line).525

5.2 Evidences for other cases study

A summary of highlights of the two other cases is presented here. During 17-18 January 2008 weak

advection and convection regime occurred. Regardless the PBL parameterization, a model tendency

in overestimating weak winds inside the canopy layer if strong wind are produced at upper levels,

is confirmed also for this case by the comparison with sonic anemometer. In addition, the vertical530

profiles time series show that the model develops horizontalwind speed maxima at levels lower than

SODAR ones and it fails in decoupling the low levels from the upper ones. Also in this case the non

local scheme (YSU) produces larger errors than MYJ. No remarkable correction is produced for YSU

if the urban canopy model is used, whereas a reduction of the horizontal momentum transmission is

found for MYJ coupled with UCM2, even turning in an overall underestimation of wind inside the535

canopy layer. The temperature and the relative humidity confirms results found for 6-7 February case

during the weak wind regime: WRF tends to underestimate the anemometer temperature, showing

sensitivity to land-surface scheme in the daily cooling phase, especially if the local PBL (MYJ) is

used. Similarly, relative humidity is underestimated by both PBL, but MYJ better reproduces the

onset and the duration of the maxima during nighttime. Generally, the comparison between 17-18540

January and 6-7 February cases allows for assessing the tendency of the model to produce larger

errors, for both thermal and dynamics variables inside the canopy layer, if the circulation is driven

by the large scale than by the local one. Finally the comparison with ground based stations in

the suburban area confirmed results found for 6-7 February 2008: the model tends to overestimate

horizontal wind close to the surface with errors generally larger for YSU than for MYJ. Results for545

temperature and relative humidity confirms highlights found for 6-7 February 2008 case, except for

relative humidity that is generally underestimated. Both PBL show poor sensitivity to UCM models.

30 June 2008 is characterized by typical summer condition developing thermal driven convection and

sea breeze driven circulation. Results similar to the othercases are found for what concern horizontal

wind speed: generally an overestimation is produced for themean wind. As for the other cases, poor550

sensitivity is found to UCM1 activation if YSU PBL is used, whereas a weakening of the wind speed

is found for MYJNoahUCM2, turning in an underestimation of mean wind observations. The mean

vertical velocity are underestimated also at low levels, but it has to be point out that measurements are

affected by large uncertainties for this case study. Also inthis case, temperature and relative humidity

are mostly underestimated with errors respectively largerfor MYJ and YSU; on the other hand, MYJ555

is able to reproduce the high variability of most variables,whereas YSU catches only gross features

unless it is coupled with Noah surface. It is worth to note, that this is the only case to show sensitivity

to UCM1 if YSU scheme is used: UCM1 reduces the overestimation and delays the maximum of

the PBL height as the comparison with LiDAR shows. The comparison with the SODAR shows

that in this case the model correctly decouples upper layersfrom lower ones: the wind maximum560
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is correctly reproduced by the model in terms of both vertical position and wind intensity. Finally,

the comparison with surface parameters by ground based stations in the suburban area reveals again

the tendency to overestimate horizontal wind velocities. This is the only case showing sensitivity

to UCM2 for station far from the urban area (outside the 15 km ranged red circle in figure 14),

but downwind respect to the diurnal sea-breeze. This suggests that the urban canopy model impact565

also outside the urban area if both low and high levels are dominated by local circulation. On

the contrary thermodynamical parameters show poor sensitivity to both land-surface schemes and

UCM. Results for temperature confirm a tendency of the model to underestimate maxima and to

overestimate minima, regardless the PBL. On the other hand the comparison for relative humidity

confirms a general underestimation of maxima, whereas an opposite tendency between the two PBL570

in predicting minima is shown: MYJ produce an overestimation, whereas YSU an underestimation.
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6 Concluding remarks

In this study the WRF model has been used to reproduce the circulation in the urban area of Rome.

A inter-comparison of two PBL parameterizations (YSU and MYJ) has been performed to highlight

their ability to correctly reproduce the PBL parameters. Moreover, each PBL scheme has been cou-575

pled with different combinations of a surface scheme together with a land-surface parameterization

to investigate the impact of surface parameters on the PBL evolution. Results from numerical simu-

lation at the highest resolution domain (780 m) have been compared with measurements by a sonic

anemometer, a LiDAR and a SODAR. Moreover a comparison of themodel with several rural-based

stations has been performed to investigate both the differences between the two PBL and the im-580

pact of the urban forcing on the near-surface thermodynamical parameters in suburban areas. Three

cases study were selected based on the measurements availability and on their representativeness

of typical meteorological scenarios in the Rome area: 17-18January 2008 is chosen for weak ad-

vection and convection conditions; 6-7 February 2008 for the weak convection caused by moderate

advection conditions due to the influence of the large scale circulation; finally 30 June 2008 for its585

typical summer conditions, with local circulation prevailing at both lower and upper levels. Only

6-7 February 2008 has been presented in detail.

For what concerns the horizontal wind the comparison with the anemometer revealed a tendency of

the model to overestimate its intensity at low levels in bothregimes, with larger errors if large scale

conditions prevail; the comparison with the SODAR profile pointed out the tendency of the model to590

develop wind maxima at lower levels than observed, thus suggesting an excess of vertical transport

of horizontal momentum from upper to lower levels and an inefficiency in decoupling the canopy

layer from the above one. Wind errors respect to observations are greater for YSU than for MYJ

both in the weak wind regime and in the moderate one. Poor sensitivity to both surface scheme and

urban canopy model is found for YSU, whereas a decoupling of upper and lower layer is shown for595

MYJ if Noah land surface scheme and multilayer urban canopy model are used. This turns in a good

reproduction of the horizontal wind field also in the canopy layer during the moderate wind regime,

whereas a slight underestimation is produced during the weak conditions phase.

For what concerns the vertical velocity, WRF agrees with theanemometer within the instrumental

error-bars inside the canopy layer, but mean values are overestimated regardless the PBL param-600

eterization. WRF time series are poorly correlated with theanemometer because of time shifting

of the maxima; a strong underestimation is found for MYJ if also the urban canopy model is used.

Comparison between WRF and the SODAR highlighted large discrepancies for the vertical wind

intensities, with error of several cm s−1 regardless the PBL scheme used; the errors usually increase

if Noah LSM is used. On the other hand using the Noah LSM surface helps to reproduce a more605

realistic variability of the signals.

A tendency of the model in underestimating temperature and humidity is found if local circulation

prevails. MYJ is generally able to correctly reproduce the evolution of diurnal cycle. Time series
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show a poor sensitivity to different surface schemes, except for MYJ during daily cooling phases,

when an increase of the error is found using Noah LSM. Furtheractivation of UCM2 increases the610

error for temperature minima and humidity maxima in the transition phase between local and large

scale circulation.

LiDAR retrieved PBL height shows a layer evolution mainly due to the thermal contribution dur-

ing weak horizontal advection conditions, whereas also mechanical contributions are found during

moderate/strong wind regime due to large scale circulation. The comparison between the model and615

LiDAR PBL height revealed a model tendency to underestimatethe PBL height if YSU is used for

thermal prevailing conditions, whereas a good performanceof MYJ is found if thermal diffusion sur-

face scheme is used. During the second day, when also a large mechanical contribution occurs, both

PBL schemes overestimate the observations, with YSU exceeding the thermal contribution during

diurnal hours and MYJ attempting to reproduce the signal variability. A poor sensitivity to surface620

model is found, confirming a major role played by the mixing algorithms of the PBL parameteriza-

tions to the PBL height computation.

The comparison with suburban area stations of two meters temperature and ten meters wind con-

firmed the model tendency to overestimate wind speed and to produce larger errors if large scale

circulation is present at higher levels influencing the lower ones. In this condition, moreover, the625

YSU errors are larger than MYJ ones. The temperature and humidity are generally underestimated

during day time by both parameterizations. On the other hand, during night time YSU underesti-

mates temperature whereas MYJ shows an opposite tendency, because of an underestimation of the

cooling rates near the surface. In general a poor sensitivity to the urban canopy model is found for

both PBL parameterizations for all parameters recorded by the suburban area stations. This has been630

found for all cases study, with exceptions for the summer case. Indeed, when local condition prevail

at upper and lower levels, the model is able in decoupling thecanopy layer from the upper ones

(except for MYJ using Noah LSM). Moreover an impact of UCM2 onthe horizontal wind intensity

is found for the downwind suburban stations even far from Rome.
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